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ABSTRACT
The emergence of low-power 32-bit Systems-on-Chip (SoCs), which
integrate a 32-bit MCU, radio, and flash, presents an opportunity
to re-examine design points and trade-offs at all levels of the system architecture of networked sensors. To this end, we develop a
post-SoC/32-bit design point called Hamilton, showing that using
integrated components enables a ∼$7 core and shifts hardware modularity to design time. We study the interaction between hardware
and embedded operating systems, identifying that (1) post-SoC
motes provide lower idle current (5.9 µA) than traditional 16-bit
motes, (2) 32-bit MCUs are a major energy consumer (e.g., tick
increases idle current >50 times), comparable to radios, and (3)
thread-based concurrency is viable, requiring only 8.3 µs of context
switch time. We design a system architecture, based on a tickless
multithreading operating system, with cooperative/adaptive clocking, advanced sensor abstraction, and preemptive packet processing.
Its efficient MCU control improves concurrency with ∼30% less energy consumption. Together, these developments set the system
architecture for networked sensors in a new direction.
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INTRODUCTION

We consider the central question of whether and how system architecture issues for embedded wireless sensor network (WSN)
systems in the years ahead may be fundamentally different from
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those that have guided design over the past 20 years, since the
emergence of the field [31, 37]. While it is easy to observe highlevel trends and infer that at some point conventional concurrency
models and networking stacks will fit on this class of computing
platform, when dealing with low power embedded operation, the
devil is always in the details.
The datasheets for modern 32-bit System-on-Chip units (SoCs)
with an integrated microcontroller (MCU) and radio are truly impressive [10, 43]. Thread-based OSes have reemerged (e.g., RIOT
[14]), and commercially-driven IPv6 network protocols have arrived
(e.g., OpenThread [71]). However, cursory analysis would suggest
that they still fail to obtain the extremely low idle-power, fast wakeup and context switching, efficient active operation, and low cost
that are intrinsic requirements of long-lived, unattended WSNs
operating on a limited energy budget [37]. This has been achieved
by communication-centric, event-driven execution on relatively
primitive MCU, radio, ADC, and transducer hardware [64].
We present a detailed design, implementation and analysis to better answer this question. This involves: (1) creating a new hardware
platform, Hamilton [9], focused on design for manufacturability
(DFM), (2) porting both an event-driven OS (Contiki [25]) and a
thread-based OS (RIOT) to the hardware platform, (3) carefully
optimizing and re-implementing a thread-based OS to attend to
power and concurrency issues at the level previously obtained with
event-driven execution, and (4) conducting whole-system analysis
of the resulting power and performance characteristics. With all of
these efforts, the higher level question can be answered:
• Modular platforms with application-specific sensor subsystems
separated from an expert-designed processing-radio-storage core
are replaced by design level modularity of a few highly integrated
components dropped as a design block onto a cheap, rudimentary
PCB along with digital sensors.
• With meticulous, platform-aware design of the ‘idle thread’, idle
current on 32-bit SoC-based (e.g., Atmel SAMR21 [10]) platforms can, after 15 years, be brought well below that achieved by
TinyOS [64] on 16-bit TI MSP430-based platforms (e.g., TelosB[75]).
• With high clock-rate and advanced memory system, context
switching among threads, on either yield or preemption, is now
faster than event handling on 16-bit platforms. Advanced hardware support for peripherals vastly diminishes the concurrency
demands on the system. Preemption becomes critical as processing-intensive analytics are incorporated locally into applications.
• With idle listening and other techniques incorporated into radio
hardware, assumptions that radio power consumption vastly exceeds that of the CPU and that the CPU can busy-wait are no
longer valid. Instead, system design should focus on offloading

